Abstract Acute coronary syndrome (ACS) is responsible for the obstruction of coronary arteries, resulting in the loss of lives. The onset of ACS can be determined by looking at the various signs and symptoms of a patient. However, the accuracy of ACS determination is often put into question since there exist different types of uncertainties with the signs and symptoms. Belief rule-based expert systems (BRBESs) are widely used to capture uncertain knowledge and to accomplish the task of reasoning under uncertainty by employing belief rule base and evidential reasoning. This article presents the process of developing a BRBES to determine ACS predictability. The BRBES has been validated against the data of 250 patients suffering from chest pain. It is noticed that the outputs created from the BRBES are more dependable than that of the opinion of cardiologists as well as other two expert system tools, namely artificial neural networks and support vector machine. Hence, it can be argued that the BRBES is capable of playing an important role in decision making as well as in avoiding costly laboratory investigations. A procedure to train the system, allowing its enhancement of performance, is also presented.
Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases are considered as one of the leading causes of death in the industrialized countries. These diseases will become major causes of death in other countries of the world by the year 2020 (Murray and Lopez 1997) . Among these, acute coronary syndrome (ACS) is a major concern. In case of Bangladesh, people with ACS are not aware of its signs and symptoms. Consequently, the incidence and prevalence of this disease are increasing significantly. The diagnosis of ACS appears to be very complex. In a country like Bangladesh, it can be noticed that people are usually recommended by the physician to perform expensive laboratory examinations such as ECG, chest X-ray, echocardiogram, and CT angiogram without initially by conducting the preliminary assessment of ACS suspicion. Usually, physicians in Bangladesh assess ACS suspicion by looking at the signs and symptoms of a person under medical treatment. Nevertheless, this procedure of ACS suspicion comprises medical misconception because clinical data cannot be measured with 100% certainty (Reason 2001) . The reason for this inaccuracy or uncertainty is that both the patients and the physicians express the signs and symptoms of ACS by employing linguistic words, those are ambiguous, vague and inexact. ACS symptoms, including chest pain and breathlessness, are expressed by the patients by using linguistic words consisting of "Severe," "Moderate" and "Little." Thus, the existence of different categories of uncertainties is inevitable while carrying out ACS suspicion, which will be elaborated in Sect. 2.
It is, therefore, necessary to investigate the appropriate approaches, which can be employed to handle the different types of uncertainties, noticed during the assessment of ACS suspicion. Such approaches could enable the accurate assessment of ACS suspicion, and hence, the patients would avoid unnecessary as well as costly laboratory tests as (Mark et al. 1996; Weintraub et al. 1995) pointed out before. The assessment of ACS suspicion could be categorized as an instance of ill-defined problem because its measurement cannot be carried out in an accurate way. Therefore, an algorithmic solution could not be appropriate for this type of problem. The development of an expert system (ES) could be considered as appropriate in the absence of algorithmic solution of a problem, presented in this article. Therefore, expert systems (ES) are widely used in the clinical domain, facilitating the assessment of disease suspicion, its diagnosis and management and, hence, play a significant role in averting medical or clinical mistakes (Bates et al. 2001; Menachemi et al. 2007; Sim et al. 2001; Kawamoto et al. 2005) . Consequently, the quality of medical healthcare systems improves significantly in the recent days (Jonsbu et al. 1993; Lin et al. 2006) . Various frameworks have been evolved to construct efficient expert systems in the clinical domain with the capability of handling uncertainties. Such an expert system constructed by Shortliffe at Stanford University, which was rule-based and was used to diagnose bacterial infection (Buchanan 1984; Shortliffe 1976 ). This system used backward chaining as an inference procedure and used certainty factors to address uncertainties associated with incomplete knowledge. PERFEX (Herbst et al. 1992 ) is a rule-based expert system, containing 250 rules, in its knowledge base. There exist several other expert systems to support diagnosis, but they lack the procedures to handle different types of uncertainties, resulting in inaccurate clinical results (Piury et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2012; Issac Niwas et al. 2012; Wiederhold et al. 2001; Sari et al. 2012) . GDA (general discriminant analysis) and LS-SVM (least square support vector machine)-based medical expert systems also exist to diagnose lung cancer (Avci 2012) . There exist other clinical domain-based expert systems to support the works of hospital emergency departments (Roukema et al. 2008; Graham et al. 2008; Kumar and Cannon 2009) , intensive care units (Herbst et al. 1992; Gago et al. 2007; Mack et al. 2009 ), laboratories (Huang and Chen 2007; Fearn et al. 2007; Grams 1993 ), Bed ward (Bertsche et al. 2009 ) and medicine prescriptions (Lin et al. 2009 ). Some of these systems are knowledge-based in which domain knowledge is acquired from domain experts or medical literature, while others are non-knowledge-based which acquire large historical data (Berner and Lande 2007; Kong 2011; Spooner 2007) . However, the presence of various types of uncertainties in medical domain knowledge is unavoidable and these systems are incapable of handling them. Iliad (Warner 1989 ) is a clinical domain-based expert system to facilitate medical decision making in differential diagnosis across the domain of internal medicine that was developed by using Bayesian probability theory. Fuzzy logic-based clinical expert systems were developed for renal transplantation assignment and renal failure disease (Yuan et al. 2002; Akgundogdu et al. 2010) . However, both Bayesian probability theory and fuzzy logic are not capable of handling all types of uncertainties, especially ignorance, which can be noticed with the clinical data of ACS. In many cases ignorance may reside along with fuzziness, and therefore, both need to be treated by a single methodology.
The main components of an expert system are the knowledge base and the inference mechanism. The knowledge base can be developed by deploying different knowledge acquisition languages, consisting of PL (propositional logic), first-order predicate calculus (FOPC) and FL (fuzzy logic) (Liu et al. 1996) . While forward chaining (FC) and backward chaining (BC) are deployed to construct inference mechanism (Russell and Norvig 2009) , PL and FOPC are suitable to represent assertive knowledge, and hence, they are not appropriate to handle uncertain clinical knowledge, which is usually noticed in ACS. Therefore, it is inevitable to investigate a knowledge acquisition language for an expert system to assess suspicion of ACS, with the capability to capture different types of uncertainties. Likewise, the inference mechanism of such expert system should be equipped to handle uncertainties, which cannot be archived by FC and BC.
Therefore, a novel knowledge acquisition language and reasoning mechanism are necessary to handle different kinds of uncertainties existing with the signs and symptoms of ACS (Lin et al. 2006; Musen et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2013a, b) . Belief rule base (BRB) can be employed to capture the uncertain clinical knowledge of ACS. Since the relationship among various signs and symptoms of ACS is nonlinear, BRB can be appropriate in this context Zhou et al. 2013 Zhou et al. , 2009 ). Evidential reasoning (ER) can be employed as the inference engine, which has the ability to handle different types of uncertainties in an integrated framework (Yang and Singh 1994) . It is interesting to note that ANN and SVM which are the two other conventional expert system tools can also address the above-mentioned uncertainties, but both systems have some flaws. These are related to dimensionality problem and handling multiple learning parameters as will be discussed in Sect. 5.
The purpose of this article is to develop belief rule-based expert system that could be employed to assess ACS suspi-cion. Bangladesh has been considered as the area of study to apply the BRBES.
These remaining parts of the article are organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents an overview of the signs and symptoms, associated with ACS and their uncertainties. Section 3 elaborates the framework employed to develop the BRBES. Section 4 presents the design and implementation of the expert system. Section 5 presents the results and discussion, while Sect. 6 concludes the paper.
Acute coronary syndrome (ACS)
The reduction of the sudden flow of blood is noticed in the heart, while a person experiences acute coronary syndrome (ACS). The disease can be experienced while a person suffers from chest pain, occurred during heart attack, at rest, or when performing light physical activity. ACS is often diagnosed in the emergency department of hospitals and is recoverable if it is diagnosed and treated immediately. However, the treatment of ACS depends on the signs, symptoms as well as the overall health condition of the patient (Cannon et al. 2001; Chai et al. 2014) . This section presents the common signs and symptoms of ACS along with their associated uncertainties. The procedures to assess the suspicion of ACS are also presented.
Uncertainties of ACS signs and symptoms
Most of the cardiologists are in agreement that there is no definite reason for acute coronary syndrome (ACS) (Davidson et al. 2010) . Rather it can be assessed by taking account of signs and symptoms of ACS. The symptoms consist of chest pain, arm or jaw pain, breathlessness, nausea, vomiting, sweating, dizziness and syncope (Cannon et al. 2001) . However, chest pain is considered as the major symptom of ACS in both men and women (Arslanian-Engoren et al. 2006; Canto et al. 2000; DeVon and Ryan 2005; Zdzienicka et al. 2007; Davidson et al. 2010; National Collaborating Centre for Chronic Conditions 2003; Fuster and Kovacic 2014; Myers et al. 2014) .
Three symptoms, namely chest pain, breathlessness and syncope, considered in this research because nausea, vomiting arm or jaw pain, sweating and dizziness are not common in every patient (Cannon et al. 2001) . Breathlessness is often expressed by the patients by using linguistic terms which are subjective in nature; hence, its expression is ambiguous, vague and imprecise. Therefore, it cannot be measured with 100% accuracy. Likewise, chest pain is also expressed using linguistic terms. However, syncope is precisely defined as a transient loss of consciousness and it is expressed by the patient in terms of yes or no while asked by the physician. Therefore, in measuring the value of the three symptoms, it (Bassand et al. 2007) can be opined that breathlessness and chest pain cannot be measured with 100% certainty, while syncope can be measured with 100% certainty.
Common signs of ACS are pulse rate (heart rate), blood pressure (BP) and lung crepitation, which are observed or measured by the physician. Randomness and incompleteness are the types of uncertainties, associated with blood pressure and pulse rate. Vagueness, ignorance and randomness are the types of uncertainties, associated with the lung crepitation. There are also other signs associated with ACS such as pallor, tachycardia, raised JVP, third heart sound, quiet first heart sound and diffuse apical impulse (National Collaborating Centre for Chronic Conditions 2003), but they are not common.
ACS suspicion
The complete evaluation of the patient with ACS involves more than stating whether the syndrome is present or not; it requires consideration of the underlying abnormality of the heart, which reflects the severity of the syndrome. The diagnosis of all types of disease mainly consists of two steps, namely assessment of disease suspicion and laboratory investigation (National Collaborating Centre for Chronic Conditions 2003). Figure 1 illustrates the full diagnosis of ACS. Kong et al. 2009 ). The knowledge representation and reasoning procedures along with optimal learning method are presented in this section, which are necessary to develop the BRBES to assess the ACS suspicion.
Domain knowledge representation
The knowledge representation parameters including belief degrees, rule weight and antecedent attribute weight are considered in the belief rule of a BRB. These parameters are capable of handling uncertain knowledge that exists with the ACS clinical domain. Antecedent part of a belief rule may have one or more antecedent attributes with referential values (A), while consequent part consists of only one consequent attribute with a belief structure as shown in Eq. (1).
where I 1 , I 2 , …, I k are the antecedent attributes of the kth
is the referential value of the ith antecedent attribute. O j is the jth consequent reference value.
is the degree of belief to which the consequent reference value O j is believed to be true. If N j=1 β jk = 1 the kth rule is said to be complete; otherwise, it is incomplete. T k is the total number of antecedent attributes used in the kth rule. L is the number of all belief rules in the BRB. An example of a belief rule by taking account of ACS is elaborated in Eq. (2).
IF chest pain is High AND Breathlessness is
Medium AND Syncope is High THEN ACS Symptoms is (High, 0.60), (Medium, 0.40), (Low, 0.00) (2) where (Severe, 0.75), (Moderate, 0.20), (Little, 0.05) are the referential values along with belief degrees associated with the consequent attribute, which is "ACS Symptom" as elaborated in Eq. (2). The degree of belief as distributed with "Severe" is 75%, with "Moderate" is 20% and with "Little" is 5%. Since the sum of the belief degrees is 1 (0.75 + 0.20 + 0.05), the belief rule is said to be complete.
Belief rule base reasoning procedures
The reasoning or inference steps of BRBESs are presented below.
Def. Input transformation: The distribution of input data into the referential values of the antecedent attribute I i is called input transformation as shown in Eq. (3).
H is the evaluation of the degree of belief which is set to the input value. A i j (ith value) is the jth referential value of the input I i . β i j is the degree of belief or the matching degree of the input data to the referential value A i j of an antecedent attribute. The input data on the antecedent attributes are collected from the patients or from the physicians in terms of linguistic terms such as "Severe," "Moderate" and "Little." The degree of belief ϵ i is assigned from linguistic terms by considering the view of physician's heuristics. Consequently ϵ i is transformed into the degree of belief associated with the various referential values
The utility value h i j can be assigned to A i j . For example, "High" referential value can be assigned utility value as h i3 = 1.0, "Medium" as h i2 = 0.5 and "Low" as h i1 = 0. The input transformation procedure is carried out by following Eqs. (4) and (5).
The application of the above-mentioned equations can be elaborated by an example. For instance, when the input of "chest pain" attribute of ACS suspicion is found "central," then the expert belief (ϵ i ) for this input is acquired as 1.0. This (ϵ i ) is to be converted into the belief degree of "chest pain" referential values by applying Eq. (4). The reason for consideration of Eq. (4) instead of Eq. (5) is that the value of expert belief (ϵ i ) in this case is in the range of 1 ≥ ϵ i ≥ 0.5. If the value of the expert belief (ϵ i ) is in the range of 0.5 ≥ ϵ i ≥ 0.0, then Eq. (5) should be applied. Hence, the belief degree for the referential value medium (h i2 ) can be obtained by applying Eq. (4) as β i 2 = (1.0 − 1.0)/(1.0 − 0.5) = 0.0, while for high (h i3 ) it is β i3 = (1.0 − 0.0) = 1.0 and for low (h i3 ) it is β i1 = 0.0. The transformation of the input values of ACS suspicion antecedent attributes along with expert belief degree of each input into the antecedence attributes referential values is shown in Table 1 . 
Rule activation weight calculation
The rule activation weight calculation requires the degree of matching α k of the referential value at which the belief is matched and is calculated by Eq. (6).
When the matching degrees are allotted to the referential values of the antecedent attributes of a rule, then it is said to be activated. The activation weight of such rule can be calculated by employing Eq. (7) (Yang et al. 2006) .
where δ ki is the relative weight of I i employed in the kth rule. The rule weight of the kth rule is θ k . The value of θ k is in the range between 0 and 1.
Rules update in BRB
There could be the case that the input data of all the antecedent attributes may not be available, which is an example of uncertainty due to ignorance. For example, ACS suspicion requires six attributes for its assessment. However, in some cases the input data related to all the attributes may not be available.
In such situation, the initial belief degrees that were assigned to the consequent referential values need to be updated by Eq. (7) (Yang et al. 2006) .
Here β ik is the original belief degree, while β ik is the belief degree which is updated.
Rules aggregation using ER
The rules aggregation of BRBES inference procedures is obtained by using ER approach. This aggregation can be done by using either recursive or analytical ER approach. The analytical ER approach used in this research to reduce computational complexity (Yuan et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2006 ). The final conclusion C(Y) along with referential values of the consequent attribute O j can be obtained by using Eq. (9).
where β j is the belief degree related to one of the referential values of the consequent attribute, which can be calculated by employing analytical ER algorithm Kong et al. 2009 ) as shown in Eq. (10).
The generated output is not a crisp or numerical value. It can be transformed into numerical value by allotting utility score to each referential value of consequent attribute (Yang et al. 2006) .
where H (A * ) denotes the expected numerical value, while u(O j ) denotes the utility score of each referential value.
Optimal learning methods to train BRBES
The optimal learning model consists of finding the optimal values of the various learning parameters, such as rule weight, attribute weight and belief degrees (θ k , δ i , β jk ) in the rule of a belief rule base. Usually, the value of these parameters is acquired from the domain experts or they can be generated randomly. However, these parameters may not be optimal or 100% accurate. Therefore, the purpose of belief rule base optimal learning is to discover the optimal set of BRB learning parameters (θ k , δ i , β jk ) that will reduce the errors ζ(P) between the BRBES results (y m ) and real system outputs (y m ), as shown in Fig. 2 . Several online and offline BRB training models can be found Zhou et al. 2009 , Fig. 2 Training process 2010). The optimal learning method to train the ACS suspicion system has been developed by following three important steps (Kong 2011 ) consisting of (a) construction of objective function; (b) setting constraints for the training parameters; and (c) training module to search for the optimal parameter set (θ k , δ i , β jk ). It is assumed that there are M cases in a training sample, and the input-output pairs of the M cases are (P m , y m )(m = 1, . . . , M). Details of the above steps can be found in Sect. 4.2.5.
BRBES to evaluate ACS suspicion
The BRBES architecture accompanied by system components is presented in this section.
System architecture
The architecture of a system refers to the fundamental organization of its various components, including input, process and output (Pressman 2005) . Our BRBES adopts a threelayer architectural style, consisting of an interface layer, an application layer and a data management layer. The interface layer is designed to acquire antecedent attribute values from the ACS patients or from the physicians and to display results of the ACS suspicion. The application layer comprises inference procedures, which are input transformation, rule activation weight calculation, belief update and rule aggregation by using evidential reasoning (ER). In addition to these, the application layer also contains training module. The data management layer contains initial BRB as well as clinical facts such as signs and symptoms of ACS. The main components of the three-layered architecture of the BRBES are depicted in Fig. 3 .
MySQL, an open-source relational database management system, is used at the back end to store and manipulate the initial BRB, which represents the knowledge base of the system. MySQL was chosen due to its flexibility and portability. Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE), available in Netbean 7.2, was used to develop the user interface and the components of the application layer. Java was chosen because of its platform independence, flexibility and robustness. The system architecture at implementation level is depicted in Fig. 4 . 
System components
This section presents the ACS clinical facts and knowledge base, BRBESs inference method and its interface along with its training procedures.
ACS initial facts
ACS initial facts can be divided into two categories, namely symptoms and signs. Three symptoms consisting of chest pain (A1), Breathlessness (A2), Syncope (A3) and three signs consisting of Pulse Rate (A4), blood pressure (A5), and lung crepitation (A6) have been considered as the input parameters of the BRBES. These signs and symptoms are viewed as the antecedent attributes of the different rules of a belief rule base. The input data of these signs and symptoms are either acquired from the patient or from the physicians as shown in Table 1 . This input data are then converted into the belief of the expert cardiologist. By using Eqs. (4) and (5), the expert belief is allotted over each referential value of an antecedent attribute, e.g., the input for antecedent attribute "chest pain" is collected from the patient as "Central" and expert belief against this is found as "1." This belief is then distributed over the each referential value of this antecedent attribute as shown in Table 1 .
BRBES knowledge base
A belief rule base schema has been formulated to build the knowledge base for the BRBES as shown in Fig. 5 . A BRB can be established in four different ways ), namely by converting expert knowledge into belief rules, by examining historical data to identify belief rules, by using available previous rule base and by creating rules randomly without any prior knowledge. By taking into account knowledge acquired from cardiologists, the initial BRB has been constructed in this article. The BRB framework, as shown in Fig. 5 , encapsulates the factors, which are necessary to determine the ACS suspicion. These factors are related to signs (A4-A6) and symptoms (A1-A3) of ACS. This BRB framework represents three BRBs, namely ACS Symptoms (A7), ACS signs (A8) and ACS (A9). The "ACS Symptom BRB" consists of three antecedent attributes each with three referential values. Therefore, "ACS Symptom BRB" comprises 27 rules as represented in Table 2 . The "ACS signs BRB" has three antecedent attributes (A4-A6) with three values each; hence, it consists of 27 rules as illustrated in Table 3 . The "ACS Suspicion BRB" has two antecedent attributes with three referential values each; hence it comprises 9 rules as presented in Table 4 . An equal rule weight (i.e., "1") and equal antecedent attribute weight (i.e., "1") have been considered for all the belief rules. The initial belief degrees allocated to the referential values of the consequent attribute of a belief rule has been carried out by taking opinions of two cardiol- 
ogists. The referential values for each consequent attribute consist of High (H), Medium (M) and Low (L). An instance of a belief rule as appeared in Table 2 is elaborated.
R2: IF chest pain is "H" AND Breathlessness is "H" AND Syncope is "H" THEN ACS symptom is H (0.80), M (0.20), L (0.00)
The belief degrees are embedded in each referential value of the consequent attribute as shown in the above belief rule. This belief degree is embedded by taking account of the signs and symptoms data of the patient. For example, if the survey of the symptoms such as "Breathlessness," "Syncope" or "chest pain" of a patient with ACS appears as "High," then the degree of belief associated with the "High" referential value of the consequent attribute "ACS Symptom" should be calculated as 1. For other referential values of the "ACS Symptom" it should be calculated as "0" for Medium as well as "0" for "Low" as illustrated in rule R1 of Table 2 .
Inference engine using ER approach
The inference engine of this BRBES used evidential reasoning (ER) algorithm (Yang 2001; Yang and Sen 1994) as mentioned in Sect. 3.2. The procedures of inference engine comprise: firstly it reads signs and symptoms data either from patients or from the physicians; secondly, these data are then converted into matching degree by employing Eqs. (4) and (5); thirdly, the activation weight of each rule is calculated by employing Eq. (6); fourthly, in case of the presence of ignorance the belief degrees are updated by employing Eq. (7); finally, rules are aggregated by employing Eqs. (8) and (9).
System interface
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the graphical user interface (GUI) of the BRBES. The figures allow the capturing of the data For example, Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the outputs for the input data (A1 = "Central," A2 = "Medium," A3 = "Yes," A4 = "Normal," A5 = "Mild," and A6 = "Yes"). From the figures it can be noticed that the degree of belief obtained for the referential values of the consequent attribute "Symptom" of the ACS Symptom BRB is H (53.14%), M (46.85%), L (0%) for the leaf node values (A1-A3) obtained from the patient. Likewise, the belief degree for the referential values of the consequent of ACS sign BRB is H (40.52%), M (18.54%), L (40.93%) for the input value of the leaf node values (A4-A6), received from the physician. In this way, the system acquires clinical data (signs and symptoms) of ACS from both the patient and the physician. Figures 6 and 7 also illustrate the overall assessment of ACS suspicion which is H (60.10%), M (32.79%), L (7.11%). This is transformed into a numerical value by using Eq. (10), which is 76.49% as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
BRBES training model
The BRBESs optimal training model is introduced, in Sect. 3.3. The total mean square error is considered as the objective function of the training model.
Since an explicit ER aggregation function is required in BRB training, analytical ER algorithm Eq. (9) is used to construct the objective function in the training model. The BRBES consists of three rule bases [ACS Symptoms (A7), ACS signs (A8), ACS (A9)] and each of them should be trained individually. Three different sets of training parameters, which are given below, have been considered for training the BRBs. The same objective function for each training round is used.
T1: Training with rule weight (θ k ), antecedent attribute weight (δ k ), consequent belief degrees [β jk ( j = 1, 2, 3, k = 1, . . . , L)], considered for A7 and A8 BRBs. However, for A9 BRB in addition to the above parameters, another addi-tional training parameter, known as severity score, has been considered.
T2: Training by employing antecedent attribute weight and the degree of belief.
T3: Training by employing rule weight and the degree of belief.
The following constraints and initial values for each of the parameter have been considered:
1. Severity scores of three reference levels µ(O j )( j = 1, . . . , 3):
The final step of the training module includes obtaining the optimal value of the training parameters by using the fmincon function available in MATLAB. The function is fed by M training datasets along with initial values of the training parameters. The output of the function consists of the set of optimal parameter values which will reduce the uncertainty associated with the parameter values used in the initial rule base. In this way, for each BRB as mentioned above, optimal values of the parameters have been obtained.
Results and discussion
Patients with cardiac chest pain at various hospitals located in the Chittagong District of Bangladesh have been selected as the clinical targets to assess their ACS suspicion. The data used to assess ACS suspicion are collected from the survey of signs and symptoms of 250 patients with chest pain. Usually, when patients experience chest pain, the clinician collects data on their signs and symptoms. The BRBES has used the acquired data of the patients as input data as shown in Table 5 . Column 12 of Table 5 illustrates the assessment of the suspicion of ACS, carried out by the cardiologist by taking account of the same data of the patients, which can be considered as a manual or traditional system. Column 4 presents the benchmark results which have been obtained by using appropriate laboratory investigations of the same patients. The result is considered as "1" when the patient has ACS and "0" when the patient has no ACS. For simplicity, only data of ten patients are shown in Table 5 . The data on the six parameters (as shown in Fig. 5 ; Table 5 ) have been collected from 250 patients with cardiac chest pain. Column 11 of Table 5 demonstrates the percentage of ACS suspicion generated by the BRBES by taking account of the same data on the six parameters.
Utility Eq. (10) has been considered in calculating the percentage of ACS suspicion. It is interesting to observe that "Assessment of ACS Suspicion," which is the final consequent attribute, comprises three referential values, namely "High," "Medium" and "Low." Since belief degree obtained each referential values from the BRBES, in order to get the overall score of the ACS suspicion in terms of percentage, utility values are assigned to the referential values. For instance, a utility value of 100% is allotted to "High," 50% allotted to "Medium" and 0% allotted to "Low." After allotting this utility value to the referential values, the percentage of ACS suspicion has been calculated by using Eq. (10). For instance, the final result of the ACS suspicion, which is 99.69%, can be achieved by employing belief degrees related to each referential value, such as for "High" it is 0.94, for "Medium" it is 0.04, while for "Low" it is 0.00.
The BRBES, developed in this research, has also been compared with two other conventional expert system tools, namely artificial neural networks (ANN) and support vector machine (SVM).
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are widely used to analyze the effectiveness of the diagnostic test (Body 2009 ). The ROC can be employed to compare the outputs of BRBES against the outputs of manual system as well as against the ANN and SVM in the light of baseline data. The size of the area under curve (AUC) is used to determine the accuracy of the outputs (Body 2009; Hanley 1988; Metz 1978; Skalská and Freylich 2006; DeLong et al. 1988; Lansky et al. 2014) . Higher values of AUC determine better accuracy of the outputs. Column 11 of Table 5 shows the BRBES generated output of assessment of ACS suspicion, while column 12 shows the manual system-generated outputs by taking account of the same patients data. Column 11 of Table 6 shows the artificial neural networks (ANN) generated results of ACS suspicion, while column 12 shows the support vector machine (SVM) generated results by taking account of the same patient data.
A comparison of performance in predicting the ACS suspicion among BRBES, manual system, artificial neural networks (ANN) and support vector machine (SVM) is demonstrated in Fig. 8 . The AUC of BRBES is found to be 0.974 with 95% confidence intervals (0.950-1.009), while AUC for manual system is found to be 0.900 with 95% confidence intervals (0.914-1.006). On the other hand, AUC for SVM is found to be 0.9560 with 95% confidence intervals (0.90-1.005) and the AUC for ANN is obtained as 0.9360 with 95% confidence intervals (0.89-1.003). A comparison of AUCs of the four different systems indicates that the performance of the BRBES is better than that of manual system, SVM and ANN because of its greater AUC value. Therefore, the outputs generated by the BRBES are reliable than that of outputs produced by the other three systems. Inference with BRBES is implemented using the evidential reasoning approach (ER), which can process various types of uncertain information. The learning of BRBES depends on various factors that comprises rule weight, attribute weight and belief degrees. Moreover, BRBES facilitates the multidimensionality of a problem (Zhou et al. 2010) . On the other hand, ANN suffers from increasing dimensionality and it has also limited learning parameters (Patra and Bruzzone 2012) . On the contrary, SVM does not have dimensionality issue but it has limited number of learning parameters which diminish the performance of the system that depends on multiple learning parameters (Wu et al. 2008; Kong et al. 2008) . Therefore, the outputs produced by the BRBES are more dependable than from other methods such as ANN and SVM. The ROC curves have been developed by employing SPSS 11.5 and also to measure the AUC values. The data of two hundred and fifty patients have been collected to validate the system, and these data have been separated into training data and the test data to carry the task of training. By employing the training data the system has been trained while by employing the test data the performance of the BRBES has been carried out. These two hundred and fifty patients input data on signs and symptoms have been used in the BRBES before training to obtain a "Pre-Trained BRB Result." Another three sets of results for each training parameter set, namely T1, T2 and T3, were generated by the system using the test dataset. These three sets of results are denoted as "After Trained T1," "After Trained T2" and "After Trained T3." Based on the mentioned results, four ROC curves have been plotted using SPSS as illustrated in Fig. 9 . Table 7 shows the AUC values for all the four ROC curves. The performance of T1 and T3 is better than the "Pre-Trained BRB Result" since their AUC values are greater as shown in Table 7 . The AUC value of the ROC curve of T3 is the largest among all the AUC values. Therefore, the learning with rule weight and degree of belief (T3) will produce a reliable result.
Conclusion
A BRBES to evaluate the suspicion of ACS by taking account of its signs and symptoms is presented. The BRBES is embedded with belief rule base as well as with a novel infer-ence procedures with the capability to handle different types of uncertainty. Eventually, such an expert system can assess the ACS suspicion with accuracy and rigor. Consequently, the application of BRBES could reduce the cost of laboratory investigation and allowing the patient to take precautionary steps in advance. It has been demonstrated that the outputs created from the BRBES are more dependable than from manual system, ANN and SVM. This BRBES can only be employed to evaluate the suspicion of ACS but should not be considered as a tool to perform the complete tasks of diagnosis. However, in future steps will be considered to improve the capability of BRBES, enabling the diagnosis of ACS likelihood. The knowledge representation parameters such as rule weight, attribute weights and degree of beliefs, associated with the consequents referential value of a rule, need to be trained by considering real clinical data and by using optimal learning methods introduced in Sect. 3. This will allow the belief rule-based expert system to be capable of learning and updating its knowledge base. Therefore, real data will be used to train the system in future research and it will be validated against the expert opinion by considering some baseline data.
